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Brass Lion Distillery is Singapore’s first full-fledged 
micro-distillery offering a selection of high-quality craft 
spirits using ingredients from the region. Inspired by the 
flourishing spice trade that made Singapore a trading hub 
in the 19th century, Brass Lion Distillery uses familiar 
Southeast Asian botanicals to create distinctive spirit 
creations that reflect Singapore’s heritage as a cultural 
melting pot.

The debut offering, The Singapore Dry Gin, features 22 
botanicals such as chrysanthemum, torch ginger flowers 
and pomelo peels. Distilled using a traditional 150L copper 
pot still, the gin presents floral and citrusy notes with a 
full-bodied mouthfeel.

The distillery itself is an experiential space, containing not 
only a manufacturing facility, but also a retail space, a gin 
garden, a tasting room and a R&D lab that also functions 
as Gin School .

Greetings from The Traveller DMC! As your trusted partner for curated travel experiences in Singapore and 
Malaysia, we're excited to introduce an extraordinary experience - a journey with Brass Lion Distillery, Singapore's 
premier micro-distillery!

Brass Lion Distillery, nestled in the heart of Singapore, is a beacon of tradition and innovation. They have uniquely 
infused traditional Asian flavours into their spirits, creating a vibrant reflection of the cultural melting pot that is 
Singapore. Using 100% natural ingredients, each spirit is handcrafted to ensure the highest quality .

But it's more than just tasting the spirits. Brass Lion offers an immersive experience, from understanding the history 
of gin making, participating in guided gin tasting sessions, to distilling and bottling their very own gin. These 
experiences are perfect for small FIT groups to small corporate groups looking for an alternative yet truly distinct 
venue.

To learn more about how we can cater to your groups with these unique experiences, please feel free to get in 
touch with us at mkt@thetraveller.sg or contact one of our travel designers below. We look forward to helping you 
create unforgettable journeys for your clients.

BRASS LION DISTILLERY

Gain exclusive access to our R&D lab and try your hand 
at distilling your very own gin! Take home a full 500ml 
bottle of gin that you’ve crafted and distilled.

PRIVATE GIN SCHOOL

Itinerary
• Enjoy a welcome cocktail and a  light snack
• Introduction to gins, explanation of botanicals and flavours
• Create your own unique recipe
• Distil and bottle your very own gin
• Enjoy a Gin & Tonic  made with your very own gin

Go on a Singa-pour gin journey with Brass Lion as we 
take you on a guided tasting flight of Brass Lion gins 
with tonic pairing. Find out more about what goes into 
our gin, our process and inspiration behind them.

PRIVATE GUIDED GIN TASTING

Itinerary
• Introduction to different styles of gin
• Explanation of botanicals and flavour profiles
• Brass Lion gin tasting
• Tonic and garnish pairing session
• End off with choice of a signature Gin & Tonic

A journey with gin – this tour gives you exclusive access 
to our working distillery. First, a welcome drink to start, 
and we’ll walk you through a brief history of gin and 
how Brass Lion came to be. You’ll be introduced to the 
botanicals that make up our Singapore Dry Gin and 
walked through the distilling process. End off with a 
tasting flight of our signature gins.

PRIVATE DISTILLERY TOUR

Itinerary
• Enjoy a welcome cocktail and a light snack
• Introduction of Brass Lion and a brief history of gin
• Walk through distillery and distillation process
• Signature gin tasting

Experience Singapore's Unique Spirits at Brass Lion Distillery.


